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     Abstract: In today’s world social media is one of the most 

important tool for communication that helps people to   interact 
with each other and share their thoughts, knowledge   or any other 
information. Some of the most popular social media websites are 
Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp and Wechat etc. Since, it has a large 
impact on people’s daily life it can be used a source for any fake or 

misinformation. So it is  important  that  any  information  
presented  on  social  media  should  be  evaluated  for  its 
genuineness and originality in terms of the probability of 
correctness and reliability to trust the information exchange.  In 
this work we have identified the features that can be helpful in 
predicting whether a given Tweet is Rumor or Information. Two 
machine learning algorithm are executed using WEKA tool for 
the classification that is Decision Tree and Support Vector 
Machine. 

Keywords: Decision tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Data 
Mining, WEKA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Today’s world Social media is currently a place where 

huge amount of data is generated continuously.  Nowadays, 
any  breaking  news  appear  first  on  microblogs,  before  
making  it through  to  other  traditional  media  .  Hence,  
social  media  websites  are  rich  sources  of information  
which  have   been  successfully  considered  for  the  analysis  
of  daily  social phenomena,  such as belief,  opinion,  and  
sentiment  in online  communication and  Twitter  is one   of  
the   most   popular   social  media   platforms   with   more   
than  250   million  users. Accessibility,  speed  and  
ease-of-use  have  made  it  a  valuable  platform  to  read  and  
share information. There   are   several   fake   news   in   past   
that   increased   the   complexities   on internet. A message 
“UNESCO declares new Rs. 2000  note  to  be  the  best  
currency  in  the  World” widely  spread  on  several  

Whatsapp  groups  and  later  on  it  was  confirmed  that  no  
such statement was made by UNESCO. Another  news  
propagated  rapidly  in  November,2016  saying  “A  nano  

GPS  tracking  device will be embedded in the new Rs. 2000 
notes which would alert the authorities if black money was 
acquired and also RBI was using radioactive ink to print the 
new Rs. 2000 and Rs. 500 notes.”  Later  RBI  clarified  that  

no  such  tracking  device  or  ink  would  be  used  in  the  new 
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notes.  All  such  messages  creates  false  believes  and  
untruths  among  people  and  must  be identified.  

 
Fig. 1. Fake News examples  

We  focus  on  messages  and  data  from Twitter  since  it  is  
regarded  as  one  of the  top  social networks .Particularly,  in 
emergency events, Twitter is the  first  choice of many for 

updated information,  due  to  its  continuous  live  feed  and  
short  length  of  the  messages. Also, the majority of 
messages on Twitter are publicly available and Twitter’s API 

allows us to collect the high volume of data, e.g.  Messages, 
user’s information, etc., required to build a rumor classifier. 

 
Fig. 2. Fake News examples on currency 

 
Fig. 3. Fake News examples on currency 

 
We define a rumor to an unverified assertion that starts from 
one or more sources and spreads over time from node to node 
in a network. In  the  social  sciences,  a  rumor  involves  
some  kind  of  a  statement  whose  veracity  is  not quickly or 
ever confirmed. 
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 With the pervasiveness of online media data as a source of 
information, verifying the validity of this information is 
becoming even more important yet quite challenging. 
Rumors spread a large quantity of misinformation on 
microblogs. Social  media  users  spend  several  hours  a  day  
to  read,  post  and  search  for  news  on microblogging  
platforms.  Social media is becoming a key means for 
discovering news. However,   verifying   the   trustworthiness   
of   this   information   is   becoming   even   more challenging. 
There are several negative effects of rumors on our daily 
lives. False rumors help Scammers to trick victims with 
serious scams. Rumors can be damaging, distressing and 
dangerous to individuals. Posting false rumors can stir up 
racial hatred which causes isolation towards ethnic 
minorities. False rumors induce more false rumors and 
untruths among people. Every false rumor circulated 
devalues the extent to which social networking and the 
internet acts as an effective method of spreading true 
information. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

With the increase in the use of Social Media work has been 
done to detect the rumors but no such system came into 
existence yet due to which still it’s a big issue and everyday a 

lot of false information is generated on Social Media 
Websites.Colin Singletonet et.al [1] tried to determine the 
veracity of the rumors on Twitter. For every rumor four sets 
of data was collected tweets e.g.  Text, timestamp, 
retweet/quote/reply information etc., the users’ information 

e.g. user id, number of posts/followers/friends etc. The user’s 

followers such as friends and the users’ most recent 400 

tweets prior the start of the rumor. To   extract the   linguistic   
characteristics and sentiment of text LIWC version 
LIWC2015 were used which consists of up to date 
dictionaries of words that reflect different emotions and 
thinking styles. All the tweets collected were analyzed using 
this software and the  attributes  were  extracted  such  as  
positive, negative  sentiment  score,  fraction  of  words which   
represent, insight, cause, tentative, certainty, swearing. This 
work suggested that the Decision Tree, Random Tree and 
Logistic Regression are the best classifiers. 
Another research was made by Quanzhi Li et.al [2] in which 
interaction of users and their belief on rumor propagation was 
studied. In this research first data was collected from the 
websites Snopes.com and Emergent.info that identified the 
present rumors on twitter and then belief was divided into 
four major categories Support, Deny, Question and Neutral. 
Those who support the rumor believes in rumor. Those who 
denies or question express the doubt. Those under Neutral 
Category doesn’t make any statement about it. By this 

various user’s beliefs were understood. On the  basis  of this  

study the  users  were  found  to  fall  in  any of the  four 
categories  of  News  organization. Highly visible   accounts, 
Low Credibility accounts and verified accounts. Using a set 
of 421 distinct rumors various aspects of rumor were 
captured and characterization of user belief were made with 
time. Figure 4 shows the User belief distribution and 
evolution over time. 

 

Fig. 4. User belief distribution and evolution over time 

In  first  half  hour the  percentage  of deny or  question  is  less  
than  percentage  of tweets that support the rumor and after 
half an hour more evidence was collected so percentage of 
deny continues to grow larger than support tweets. 
Sardar Hamidian et.al [4] tried to identify the rumor and then 
to classify it.  They used the standard dataset for this research.  
A list of annotated twitter dataset for five different 
established rumor was published for this work in table I. 
Multistep classification with different set of features was 
performed on this dataset and the pipeline  doesn’t  benefit  

much to  the system also  the  use  of limited  amount  of 
dataset  was found. 

Table- I: List of Annotated Tweets 

 
In  other  research  [5],[6],[7]  different  rumor  spreading  
models  were  studied  to  show  how rumor propagate from 
one node to another in a network. The first Model was given 
by Daley and  Kendall  known  as  the  basic  DK  Model  in  
1960s.Maki  and  Thomson  focused  on  the analysis of the 
rumor spreading model based on mathematical theory and 
developed the MK Model.  Both  were  used  for  the  
quantitative  studies  of  rumor  spreading  but there are some 
major shortcomings of these models. They have not taken 
into account the topological characteristics of social networks 
such as connectivity, node degree. Not suitable for describing 
the rumor spreading mechanism on large-scale social 
networks. To  deal  with  large  scale  networks  new  models  
SIR,SIHR,SICR  were  introduced  and  the results  were  
compared. The  SIR  model  was  subdivided  into  three  
groups  S:Spreader, I: Ignorant and S:Stifler. Spreader were 
the People who actively spread Rumors. Ignorant were 
People who are not aware of rumor and Stiflers were People 
who are aware of rumor but are not interested to spread it 
further. In SIHR model a new term Hibernators (H) was 
introduced to consider the forgetting and remembering 
mechanisms in networks. It was a temporary inactive state 
achieved by the spreader when they forget after spreading the 
rumor.  
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In SICR model  a  new  group  Counterattack  (C)  was  also  
introduced  to  refute  the  rumor  and  also persuade the 
neighbors not to believe and further spread it. After that 
results were compared and SICR model give the best results. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of SICR and SIR model 

The Susceptible scale of SICR model was higher than that of 
SIR Model so less number of people would  be affected by 
rumor  in SICR model also  the Speed of rumor spreading was 
less in SICR model than SIR model due to counterattack 
mechanism. In research [3] work has been done on 
information about Potential Danger which is the central 
component of several rumors. Linear  Algorithm  such  as  
logistic  and  linear  regression  were used  for classification.  
All the Participants were asked to first  read the study 
procedures about  risks  and  discomforts  and  after  that  
further  steps  were  followed. Six products were taken for the 
Material Pre –Test and for each product 3 versions were 
created i.e. TRI – Threat related information, NEG- Negative 
feature of product, NEU-Neutral feature. In  Study 1  
participants  were  asked  to  read  and  compare  descriptions  
of 3  products. There were 3 trials, one for each situation. At 
each trial participants were shown the two versions of the 
story, in parallel on computer screen. After reading the two 
parallel versions the answers were recorded. 

Table- II: Difference between Threat content and 
negative content  

 
Table- III: Results of Study 

 
Again the maximum chosen was the threat related 
information than negative information in all above studies we 
studied about the privilege of threat related information over 
positive and neutral material and more easily people believe 
and transmit the threat related information. So by this we 
concluded that an information with more Potential Danger is 
more likely to be rumor. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

In this section proposed approach is discussed in detail with 
the work flow. First we will be discussing the idea behind the 
approach followed by the working principal and a flow chart 
describing the iterative steps for the implementation of the 
approach. 

A. Idea behind the Approach 

The idea behind this research is to design an algorithm and 
train our machine to predict whether a given Tweet is a rumor 
or Information. In our proposed approach we will follow the 
following steps. Firstly, the collecting the Tweet dataset 
which are labeled as Rumor/Non Rumor for the work is to be 
done. After that Features Extraction Process for rumor 
followed by Features Selection for rumor based on 
Hypothesis. After that creation of a Machine Learning 
Algorithm to detect whether the Tweet is Rumor or 
Information which is also the main part of the work. After 
successful development of the model use the training dataset 
to optimize the function. 

B. Working principle 

In collecting  the  Tweet  dataset  which  are  labeled  as 
Rumor/Non  Rumor  for the work, we  collected  the  dataset  
for  our  work.  We  used  the  available  Pheme Dataset  of  
rumors  and  non-rumors  that  consists  of  collection  of  
Twitter  rumors  and  Non rumors that  were  posted  during  
five  breaking  news  in  different  countries. The dataset is as 
follows: 

Table- IV: Pheme Dataset 

 
Each of the news consists of two subfolders: One for rumor 
and other for non-rumor. Inside each folder there are further 
sub folders consisting of ‘Source Tweet’ and ‘Reactions ‘on 

each Tweet. Each Tweet has a Tweet ID and is a JSON file. 
In Features  Extraction  Process  for  rumor  :In  this  Step  we  
have  identified  the important features of Tweet and get the 
two categories of features Direct Features and Indirect 
Features. Direct features are those which are directly 
accessed from the crawled JSON Tweet. Indirect features are 
those which cannot be directly extracted from the crawled 
JSON tweet. It consists of mostly the historical data of user 
and profile based features. 

 
Fig. 6. List of Direct Features 
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Fig. 7. List of Indirect Features 

In Features Selection for rumor based on Hypothesis:  In this 
step we select a few features that are useful for our work and 
neglect the irrelevant features. For this first we have collected 
the dataset of 50 rumors and 50 non rumors. For all the 21 
features extracted before we analyze the behavior and 
identify all the important features and make a hypothesis of 
considering that feature into our work or not to consider  it.  
In creation of a Machine Learning Algorithm to detect 
whether the Tweet is Rumor or Information, we create an 
algorithm that will take as input a Tweet and will be able to 
detect whether it is a Rumor or a Non Rumor. We classify our 
data into 2 classes of Rumor or Information. We use the 
Weka Platform for Classification Process.  
This will be elaborated in the implementation Process. After 
this we use the training dataset to optimize the function: In 
this step we use the different dataset to optimize our results 
further. At last use the Function for Predicting the Tweets is 
used to detect whether tweet is rumor or information and find 
the results. 

C. Flow charts 

 

Fig. 8. Work Flow of System 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

This section explains the techniques used in proposed 
approach, how the new proposed approach has been 
implemented in the WEKA and the results of that 
implementation.  

A. Techniques Used 

In this research work classification was used on our Dataset 
as it gives a Binary Classification.  The various other 
algorithms we have used are the Naïve Bayes and Support 
Vector Machine Classifier. Random Tree Classifier is a  
supervised  Classifier  in which each  node  is split  using  the  
best  among  the  subset  of predicators randomly chosen at 
that node and No pruning  is done in this and  it  contains all 

the features which are selected. On the dataset of 350 Tweets 
we have applied the Random Tree Classifier. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Random Tree 
In Decision Tree Classifier an information gain is calculated 
for each attribute and based on which features are selected 
and further classification at each node is done. After that 
Pruning is done to decrease the classification errors which are 
being produced by specialization in the training set for the 
instances which are not well defined and generalization of 
tree and the generated tree is: 

 
Fig. 10. Decision Tree 

Support Vector Machine” (SVM) is a supervised machine   

learning   algorithm   which   can   be   used   for   both   
classification   and   regression challenges.  However,  
it is mostly used in classification   problems.  In   this   
algorithm,   we plot each data item as a point in 
n-dimensional space where n is number of features) with the 
value   of each   feature   being   the   value   of a   particular   
coordinate.   Then,   we   perform classification by finding 
the hyper-plane that differentiate the two classes. Support 
Vectors are simply the co-ordinates of individual 
observation.  Support Vector Machine is a    frontier which 
best segregates the two classes (hyper-plane/ line). 
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Fig. 11. Support Vector Machine 

Naïve  Bayes  is  classification  algorithm technique  which  is  
related  to  Bayes’  theorem with a theory or hypothesis of 

independence between predictors. In other words we can say 
that Naive  Bayes assumes all the  features are  independent  
that  is one  feature  don nit  affect  the other  features that  are  
present. For example, clock which is wall clock has feature 
round, 3 arms and about 5 cm radius. These features may 
depend on one another but classifier would consider then 
independent for classification of clock.  
Weka is used for our implementation process. It is an open 
source java based platform that contains various machine 
learning algorithms that can be directly applied to our dataset 
or can be called from java code.  It can perform various tasks 
on data such as Preprocessing, clustering, classification, 
regression, visualization and feature selection .All these can 
be performed on data contained in file where each data point 
has a fixed number of attributes that can be nominal or 
numeric. 

B. Implementation 

 
Fig. 12. Result of Random Tree 
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Fig. 13. Result of Decision Tree 

 

 
Fig. 14. Result of Naive Bayes 

 

 
Fig. 15. Result of SVM 

 

C. Comparative results and analysis   

We  have  performed  4  machine  learning  algorithms  using  
WEKA  platform  with  different combinations of splits and  
set  of features and  obtained  different  results . We split the 

data into training (80%) and testing (20%) sets. These two 
sets also preserve the overall 
ratio of true to false 
observations. 
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Table- V: Comparison of Classifiers 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this section we will conclude the overall performance of 
our work assumption taken and the scope of project in future. 
On  comparing  the  results  of  different  classifiers  we  find  
the  best  accuracy  of  97.21%  for Random Tree  and  
95.71% for SVM with 97.14%.For Decision Tree the  
accuracy  achieved was 95.71% and for Naïve Bayes its 
91.42%.We also come up with other metrics such as TP rate, 
FP rate, F-measure ,Precision and confusion matrix for each 
algorithm. Our key findings suggest that the Decision Tree, 

Random Forest and SVM are the best classifiers and also the 

F1-score for Random Tree was highest than other classifiers.  
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